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Can one distinguish a binary black hole undergoing a merger from a binary neutron star if the individual com-
pact companions have masses that fall inside the so-called mass gap of 3− 5 M? For neutron stars, achieving
such masses typically requires extreme compactness and in this work we present initial data and evolutions of
binary neutron stars initially in quasiequilibrium circular orbits having a compactness C = 0.336. These are
the most compact, nonvacuum, quasiequilibrium binary objects that have been constructed and evolved to date,
including boson stars. The compactness achieved is only slightly smaller than the maximum possible imposed
by causality, Cmax = 0.355, which requires the sound speed to be less than the speed of light. By comparing
the emitted gravitational waveforms from the late inspiral to merger and post-merger phases between such a
binary neutron star vs. a binary black hole of the same total mass we identify concrete measurements that serve
to distinguish them. With that level of compactness, the binary neutron stars exhibit no tidal disruption up until
merger, whereupon a prompt collapse is initiated even before a common core forms. Within the accuracy of
our simulations the black hole remnants from both binaries exhibit ringdown radiation that is not distinguihable
from a perturbed Kerr spacetime. However, their inspiral leads to phase differences of the order of∼ 4 rads over
an∼ 81 km separation (1.7 orbits) while typical neutron stars exhibit phase differences of≥ 20 rads. Although
a difference of 4 rads can be measured by current gravitational wave laser interferometers (e.g. aLIGO/Virgo),
uncertainties in the orbital parameters will likely prevent distinguishing such compact, massive neutron stars
from black holes.
Introduction.—Determining the neutron star (NS) maxi-
mum mass is a one of the most fascinating, unresolved issues
in modern astrophysics. The answer is intimately related to
identifying the correct equation of state (EoS) that descibes
matter at supranuclear densities [1]. Currently the highest ob-
served NS mass is 2.14+0.10−0.09 M [2]. In principle, the upper
limit allowing only for causality and a matching density to a
well-understood EoS somewhere around nuclear density, can
be as high as 4.8 M [3], while recent studies based on the
detection of the gravitational wave (GW) signal GW170817
place it around ∼ 2.2− 2.3M [4–7]. All these studies adopt
a number of underlying assumptions whose validity will re-
quire new observations to be verified or modified accordingly.
Observationally, merging binary black holes (BHBHs), black
hole-neutron stars (BHNSs) or binary neutron stars (NSNSs)
whose companions have masses that fall into the mass gap
range (3− 5 M) are hard to distinguish [8–11]. The identi-
fication of a compact object becomes even more challenging
when one includes exotic configurations, such as quark stars,
boson stars, etc.
The parameter that encodes how much mass a compact star
can hold in a certain volume is the compactness, defined as
the dimensionless ratio C = GMRc2 . Here M is the Arnowitt-
Desser-Misner (ADM) mass, and R the areal (Schwarzschild)
radius of an isolated, nonrotating star with the same baryon
mass. Our sun has C = 2 × 10−6, a small number indicative
of its nonrelativistic nature, while the upper limit, C = 1/2,
is set by a Schwarzschild BH. Typical NSs have compactions
around∼ 0.1−0.2 with the precise number determined by the
as yet unknown EoS. An extreme case is the incompressible
fluid limit that yieldsC = 4/9 = 0.44¯, the so called Buchdahl
limit [12]. This limit is unrealistic since it predicts an infinite
sound speed. If one satisfies the causality criterion for the
sound speed (i.e. cs ≤ c) then the upper limit for compactness
drops to Cmax = 0.355 [13–15].
Compact binary systems provide some of the best labora-
tories to test the predictions of general relativity, as well as to
probe possible deviations from its description of strong grav-
ity. Despite the large progress that has been achieved in nu-
merical relativity we are still lacking theoretical simulations
that involve extremely compact NSs in binaries. In Ref. [16]
NSNS initial data in quasiequilibrium were constructed with
compactness up toC = 0.26 using the LORENE code [17, 18].
Similarly, in Ref. [19] BHNS initial data were presented
using the SpEC code [20, 21] that reach the same compact-
ness. Recently [22] NSNS initial data with compactness up to
C = 0.284, together with preliminary evolution simulations,
were computed using the SGRID code [23, 24].
The purpose of this work is to quantify the difference be-
tween a BHBH and an NSNS system when the total ADM
mass falls inside the mass gap and to provide useful GW di-
agnostics that may distinguish them. First, we construct the
most massive NSNSs in quasicircular orbit with the highest
compactness to date using our initial data solver COCAL [25–
27]. The system has ADM massM = 7.90M and each star a
compactness of C = 0.336. This value (which is even higher
than the maximum posible compactness that can be achieved
by solitonic boson stars [28]) is only slightly smaller than the
limiting compactness Cmax = 0.355 set by causality. Second,
using the ILLINOIS GRMHD code [29–32], we evolve this
NSNS system and perform a detailed comparison of the grav-
itational waveforms with a BHBH system having the same
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2initial ADM mass. We find that an NSNS system having the
above compactness inspirals very similarly to the BHBH sys-
tem and merges without essentially any tidal disruption. We
conjecture that to be true irrespective of the EoS for this level
of compaction. The merged NSNS remnant collapses to a
BH even before a common core forms. The GW phase dif-
ference at the peak GW amplitude of the NSNS system is
∼ 4 rads with respect to the BHBH binary inside the band
[0.6, 1] KHz. This phase difference corresponds to ∼ 20% of
the accumulated phase difference during the last ∼ 1.7 orbits
(corresponding to an initial separation of ∼ 81 km) and can
be detected by the aLIGO/Virgo network. On the other hand
the postmerger remnants have ringdown waveforms that can-
not be distinguished from the Kerr BH ringdown within the
accuracy of our simulations.
In the following we employ geometric units in which G =
c = M = 1, unless stated otherwise.
EoS and numerical methods.—In this work we employ the
cold EoS adopted in Ref. [33] which we called ALF2cc. It is
based on the ALF2 EoS [34] where the region with rest-mass
density ρ0 ≥ ρ0s is replaced by the maximum stiffness EoS
given by
P = σ(ρ− ρs) + Ps . (1)
Here σ is a dimensionless parameter, ρ is the total energy den-
sity, and Ps the pressure at ρs. The solutions presented in
this work assume σ = 1.0, i.e. a core at the causal limit,
which represents the maximally compact, compressible EoS
[35]. The matching density ρs is, in principle, the point be-
yond which current nuclear studies cannot confidently de-
scribe matter and it is a multiple of nuclear matter density
ρ0nuc = 2.7× 1014 gr/cm3. In our current study though, we
simply take ρ0s = ρ0nuc in order to maximize the NS com-
pactness and thereby provide a benchmark upon which future
studies can be compared (see also [36, 37] for other EoSs that
support such high compactions).
Our NSNS initial data are computed using the COCAL code
[25–27, 38] while the BHBH initial data using the TWOP-
UNCTURES code [39, 40]. For the NSNS binary each NS has
a rest mass M0 = 5.18 which corresponds to a spherical star
with compactness M/R = 0.336. The ADM mass of the sys-
tem is M = 7.90, the coordinate separation is 80.6 km, and
the orbital angular velocity is ΩM = 0.0460. All NS radii
are approximately 10 km. Although the distance between the
two NSs is very large compared with typical NSNS simula-
tions it only results in N ∼ 1.7 orbits prior to merger accord-
ing to the lowest order Post-Newtonian (PN) formula [41],
2piN = (MΩ)−5/3/(32ν) (ν = m1m2/(m1 +m2)2 = 1/4),
due to the very large gravitational mass of the system. The
challenge both for the initial data calculation, as well as for
the evolution, is to resolve a relatively small and very com-
pact NS over such a large binary separation. In Fig. 1 we plot
the rest-mass density profile across the x-axis which passes
through the center of each star. The profiles look very similar
to self-bound quark stars whose density at the surface is finite.
The red horizontal line divides the region with the causal EoS
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FIG. 1. Rest-mass density profile across the x-axis for the NSNS
system with the ALF2cc EoS. Horizontal red line corresponds to nu-
clear density ρ0nuc. The inset zooms into the area close to the surface
where the density drops from ρ0nuc to zero in a steep manner.
Eq. (1) (above the red line) from the polytropic ALF2 crust
(below the red line). The region near the surface is expanded
in the inset of Fig. 1 which shows that our stars exhibit ∼ 500
m of crust, which is ∼ 5% of their radius but only ≤ 1% of
the rest mass. The blue vertical line pinpoints the surface of
the NS while the red lines mark the change of the EoS.
We perform evolutions of the BHBH and NSNS systems
using the ILLINOIS GRMHD adaptive-mesh-refinement code
[29–32] which employs the Baumgarte–Shapiro–Shibata–
Nakamura (BSSN) formulation of the Einstein’s equa-
tions [42–44] to evolve the spacetime metric and the matter
fields (see [33] for an evolution that also adopts the ALF2cc
EoS). For the NSNS binary we use two resolutions: Resolu-
tion R1nsns uses eight refinement boxes with ∆xmin = 118
m, while resolution R2nsns employs ∆xmin = 98.5 m. Both
R1nsns and R2nsns can resolve the crust by four or five points
(initially). In the Supplement we plot the violations of the
constraint equations, where their peak values indeed come
from the crust. Future simulations will improve the accuracy.
For the BHBH binary, resolution Rbhbh uses nine refinement
boxes with ∆xmin = 175 m. Reflection symmetry is im-
posed across the orbital plane. Both resolutions that we use
are among the highest in NSNS simulations. According to
[45] one needs ∆xmin ≤ 100 m to achieve sub-radian accu-
racy (∼ 0.2 rad) and nearly convergent waveforms in approxi-
mately 15 orbits. In our case the high compactness of our NSs
necessitate the use of such resolution, while lower resolutions
seem inadequate to keep the stars in bound orbits.
For the GW diagnostics we use the methods described
in [46] and denote by h`m(t) = h`m+ (t) − ih`m× (t) =
A`m(t)e
−iΦ`m(t) the strain of the (`,m) mode and ω`m =
2pif`m =
dΦ`m
dt the corresponding GW frequency.
Results.—The evolution of the NSNS system is depicted
in Fig. 2 where isocontours at density ρ0 = 2.26 ×
1013 gr/cm3 = ρmax0 (0)/22.4 are plotted at various times
during the inspiral. This isocontour corresponds to the den-
sity at a radial distance 0.998Rx(0) measured from the maxi-
mum density point in the NSs; therefore it is an accurate rep-
3FIG. 2. Evolution of anM = 7.90M binary NSNS system. Isocontours of rest-mass density ρ0 = 2.263×1013 gr/cm3 which corresponds
to 0.998Rx(0) and therefore is a accurate representation of the surface of the star.
resentation of the surface of the star. In accordance with the
(PN) prediction the binary performs approximately ∼ 1.7 or-
bits with the two stars starting as two spherical configurations
to high accuracy. Tidal distortion becomes evident only at
1.5 orbits when t/M ≈ 170. Shortly afterwards (less than a
quarter of an orbit) merger begins with no cusp formation (cf.
[47]). The surface remains intact up until the merging of the
two NSs at t/M = 180 where they actually touch. Immedi-
ately thereafter the remnant collapses, at t/M ∼ 183, when
the structure still has a clear dumbbell shape as in the snapshot
at the left column, bottom panel of Fig. 2 (with t/M = 188).
The apparent horizon immediately after collapse has a spheri-
cal shape but settles as a prolate configuration at the end of the
simulation. This is simply a gauge effect caused by the NSNS
moving puncture coordinates. The ratio of polar to equatorial
proper circumferences asymptotes to ∼ 0.89 < 1 (see post-
merger section).
Inspiral.—In the top panel of Fig. 3 we plot the normal-
ized strain of the (2,2) mode (rA is the areal radius). Despite
the small number of orbits performed by our NSNS system
one can appreciate the fact that the early part of the inspiral is
very similar for both NSNS and BHBH, with differences start-
ing to appear when the tidal interactions begin at t/M ∼ 130.
This observation is expected since our NSs are very compact
and thus have small radii Rx; at initial separations of ∼ 8Rx
the inspiral should develop according to the point-particle ap-
proximation. For the same reason one expects that tidal ef-
fects will start to develop later on, which is what we find.
For all simulations we extract Ψ4 at seven different radii from
the orbital center and verify the expected “peeling” property
rΨ4 =const. In the figures shown here we used an extraction
radius Rex = 106M = 1241 km.
As expected the NSNS binary merges earlier than the
BHBH binary even though tidal effects are minimal. Also,
by comparing the two NSNS resolutions, we observe that
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FIG. 3. Top panel: strain vs retarted time for the (` = 2,m = 2)
dominant mode. R1nsns and R2nsns correspond to the two resolu-
tions of the NSNS system and Rbhbh to the BHBH simulation. Bot-
tom panel shows the phase Φ22(t) of the strain up until its maximum
vs the GW frequency.
the NSNS evolved with the high resolution (R2nsns) merges
slightly earlier than R1nsns. In the bottom panel of Fig. 3
we plot the phase of the GW strain Φ22 of the (2,2) mode as a
function of frequency up until the moment of maximum strain.
At a given time the angular velocity of the BHBH binary is
smaller than the corresponding of the NSNS binary, leading to
delayed merger. Although our two NSNS resolutions produce
a small phase difference between them, the important quan-
tity here is the phase difference ∆Φ22 = |ΦBHBH22 − Φ
NSNS
22 |.
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FIG. 4. Top panel: Fourier spectra of numerical waveforms (colored
lines). Vertical blue lines correspond to the frequency of the (2,2)
mode at the initial separation and at the ringdown. Bottom panel:
Spin of the remnant BHs.
The largest dephasing between the BHBH and NSNS curves
is ≤ 3.5 rads within [0.6, 1.0] KHz. If we extrapolate our re-
sults to infinite resolution we conclude that a BHBH binary
will have maximum 4.5 rads difference with respect to an
NSNS of compaction C = 0.336 in the aforementioned band-
width. This result is in accordance with other studies [46, 48]
where typical NSNS binaries are employed and phase differ-
ences' 20 rads were recorded depending on the EoS, and the
NSNS binary properties. Our maximally compact stars yield a
minimal but measurable phase difference. Given the fact that
this phase difference is produced in the last ∼ 1.7 orbits, or
through an accumulated phase of only ∼ 20, rads we calcu-
late that the dephasing relative to the BHBH case is significant
∼ 20%.
In Fig. 4 top panel we plot the Fourier spectrum at 100 Mpc
of the (2,2) mode h˜(f) = F(h22) for the NSNS (two resolu-
tions, blue and green lines) and BHBH (red line) binaries. We
also plot the aLIGO noise curve (gray line) [49], as well as
the Newtonian prediction [50] (dashed lines). Vertical blue
lines correspond to the initial and ringdown GW frequency of
the (2,2) mode (see next section). The power spectral den-
sity for the two kind of binaries is very similar, thus in order
to quantify their difference we compute the match function
[51] M = max
(φc,tc)
(h˜1|h˜2(φc,tc))√
(h˜1|h˜1)(h˜2|h˜2)
where the maximization is
taken over a large set of phase shifts φc and time shifts tc.
Here (h˜1|h˜2) denotes the standard noise-weighted inner prod-
uct [51]. For both resolutions R1nsns and R2nsns we find
M = 0.998, i.e. the waveforms emitted at 100 Mpc are dis-
tinguishable with current detectors for a signal-to-noise ratio
of, e.g., 25 [52, 53], comparable to GW150914 [54]. How-
ever, uncertainties in the orbital parameters will likely prevent
these detectors from distinguishing these compact, massive
NS binaries from BH binaries.
Post-merger.—In order to diagnose the spin of the rem-
nant BHs we use two methods. First, using the isolated hori-
zon formalism [55] we calculate a/Mbh = Jbh/M2bh (using
R1nsns and Rbhbh for the NSNS and BHBH runs, respec-
tively). Second, for the Kerr spacetime the ratio of proper
polar horizon circumference, Lp, to the equatorial one, Le is
Lp
Le
= 4
√
r2+ + a
2 E
(
a2
r2++a
2
)
where E(x) is the complete
elliptic integral of the second kind. Following [56] we can ap-
proximate this expression by Lp/Le ≈ (
√
1− (a/Mbh)2 +
1.55)/2.55. By computing the ratio Lp/Le directly from the
metric one can get an estimate of a/Mbh using the latter ap-
proximate formula. This quantity is plotted in the bottom
panel of Fig. 4. The two spin diagnostics agree to a level of
∼ 1.5% for both binaries, while the spin of the BHBH binary
remnant differs from the one of the NSNS binary remnant by
∼ 4% with the NSNS remnant BH having higher spin. This is
consistent with the calculated GW angular momentum emis-
sion and the conservation of angular momentum diagnostic
shown in the Supplement.
Although the mode frequencies ω`m of the GW signal dur-
ing inspiral and merger are described by complicated func-
tions of time, during ringdown the GW signal can be described
with high accuracy as a simple superposition of damped sinu-
soids characterized by three indices: the two spherical har-
monic indices `, m and a third overtone index, n = 0, 1, . . .,
which here we assume to be the fundamental one n = 0
[57, 58]. As a consequence of the no-hair theorem, all dimen-
sionless mode frequencies, Mbhω`mn, and damping times
τ`mn/Mbh depend only on the dimensionless spin of the rem-
nant BH. For our BHBH and NSNS binaries the dominant
modes are the (2,2) and (4,4) ones. The frequencies of the
(2,2) modes for the NSNS and BHBH binaries are very close
to each other and lead to a BH spin which is consistent with
the values presented in Fig. 4 and discussed in the previous
paragraph. In particular we find that (Mbhω22)NSNS = 0.54
while (Mbhω22)BHBH = 0.53. The (4,4) modes are more
noisy and yield (Mbhω44)NSNS = 1.13 and (Mbhω44)BHBH =
1.11.
In order to compare the ringdown of our models to well-
known results from perturbation theory for Kerr BHs we use
the fits provided in [58]:
Mbhω22 = 1.5251− 1.1568(1− a/Mbh)0.1292 (2)
Mbhω44 = 2.3000− 1.5056(1− a/Mbh)0.2244 .
Using the (2,2) frequencies of our models we find
(a/Mbh)NSNS = 0.71 and (a/Mbh)BHBH = 0.69 in very good
agreement with the values shown in Fig. 4. The (4,4) mode
predicts spins which differ by ∼ 5% from the ones coming
from the (2,2) one. This is within the accuracy of our an-
gular momentum conservation (see Supplement) but is also
expected due to the larger noise in our simulation for those
higher order modes. In conclusion, the ringdown of both the
5NSNS and BHBH binaries is consistent with the ringdown of
a perturbed Kerr BH, with the mass and angular momentum of
the remnants closely matching the ones predicted by the Kerr
metric.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
EoS
As argued in Ref. [13, 14] the most compact configuration
will result from a combination of a cold, soft EoS at small
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FIG. 6. Evolution of the dimensionless frequencies Mbhω22 and
Mbhω44 for the two dominant modes. Top panel refers to the NSNS
merger while bottom panel to the BHBH merger. Vertical solid lines
denote the time of the maximum strain for the corresponding modes
(blue for the (2,2) and red for the (4,4) mode) while vertical dashed
lines correspond to the start of the ringdown, ∆tret = 10Mbh after
the peak strain times. Black lines correspond to a fit while horizontal
lines to average asymptotic values.
densities and a cold stiff one at larger ones. Given our cur-
rent ignorance, there is much freedom in constructing such an
allowed EoS. Doing so involves choices about the small den-
sity part as well as the matching density to the stiff section.
In this work we employ the EoS adopted in Ref. [33] which
we called ALF2cc. Eq. (1) relates the pressure to the total
energy density when ρ0 ≥ ρ0s, while for ρ0 ≤ ρ0s one typi-
cally specifies the pressure in terms of the rest-mass density in
the form of a polytropic-like function. To express the EoS we
can integrate the first law of the thermodynamics in the form
dρ/(ρ + P ) = dρ0/ρ0 and with the use of Eq. (1) we can
write the pressure, energy density and enthalpy as a function
of the rest-mass density. For ρ0 ≥ ρ0s
P =
1
σ + 1
(σκρσ+10 + Ps − σρs) , (3)
ρ =
1
σ + 1
(κρσ+10 + σρs − Ps) , (4)
h = κρσ0 , (5)
where κ = hs/ρσ0s. The value hs can be evaluated from
the polytropic piece before the core. Spherical equilibrium
models for both the ALF2 and ALF2cc EoSs are presented
in Fig. 5 where the gravitational mass M and the compact-
ness of the stars M/R are plotted vs the rest-mass density.
For the ALF2 EoS the maximum mass is MTOVmax = 2.0M
at rest-mass density 1.63 × 1015 gr/cm3 and compactness
0.26. For the ALF2cc EoS we have MTOVmax = 4.06M at
7FIG. 7. Hamiltonian violations on the xy-plane at three different instances during the evolution of the NSNS system. At t = 0 white dashed
curves correspond to the surface of the stars.
FIG. 8. Zoom in around one NS of the left panel in Fig. 7 at t = 0.
White dashed line is the initial data surface of the star. The disk in-
side the white dashed line where the violations are large corresponds
to the ALF2 crust.
ρ0 = 6.0× 1014 gr/cm3 and compactness 0.349.
Apparent horizon area and ringdown frequencies
One key characteristic of the stationary black holes at the
end of our simulations both for the NSNS and BHBH runs is
their horizon area. We compute the area in two ways: first
as a surface integral over the apparent horizon, and second
by using the Kerr formula A = 4pi(r2+ + a
2) = 8piMbhr+,
where r+ = Mbh+
√
M2bh − a2 is the Boyer-Lindquist radial
coordinate of the event horizon. For the latter case we use a =
Jbh/M
2
bh, where Jbh andMbh are the BH angular momentum
and mass, respectively, as calculated by the isolated horizon
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FIG. 9. Conservation of normalized angular momentum J/J(0) and
mass M/M(0) for all our binary systems. Solid lines are the total
angular momentum/mass that includes the contribution carried off by
GWs, while dashed lines show the angular momentum/mass inside
our computational domain.
formalism [55]. For both the NSNS and the BHBH runs the
two diagnostics yield almost identical results, which shows
that (1) the apparent horizon coincides with the event horizon
and (2) the area is indeed the one given by the Kerr metric.
Comparing the areas of the remnant BHs of the NSNS and
BHBH runs we find that they agree to ∼ 3% (though their
coordinate shapes are quite different).
In Fig. 6 we plot the dominant modes Mbhω22 (blue curve)
and Mbhω44 (red curve) discussed in the text. Vertical solid
lines correspond to the retarted times at which the amplitudes
of h22 (solid blue line) and h44 (solid red line) acquire their
maximum values. The vertical dashed lines correspond to
∆tret = 10Mbh after peak strain times, at which time we
8assume that the ringdown starts. Black curves are best fits
for the (4,4) modes and horizontal lines correspond to aver-
age asymptotic values. The frequencies of the (2,2) modes
for the NSNS and BHBH binaries are very close to each other
and lead to determination of the dimensionless BH spin that
is consistent with the values presented in Fig. 4 and discussed
in the previous paragraphs.
Diagnostics
In Fig. 7 we plot the violations of the Hamiltonian con-
straints on the xy plane at t = 0, and just before and after
merger. For the initial data, the general level is very simi-
lar to the violations presented in Ref. [38] where a simple
Γ = 2 polytropic EoS was used. In the t = 0 panel white
dashed curves (almost circles) correspond to the surfaces of
the stars as calculated from the COCAL code. The violations
of the constraints at the center of the star, which have been
seen and explained in Ref. [38], are due to the spherical co-
ordinate system of the COCAL code, and are washed out al-
most immediately after the evolution starts. The red circles
where the violations are also larger are in reality thin shells
that can be seen clearly in Fig. 8, where we zoom into the
NS on the negative x axis. The width of the shell corresponds
to the ALF2 crust and is the region where the rest-mass den-
sity drops steeply from a finite value to zero (see Fig. 1). As
the binary inspirals these violations similarly track the paths
of the stars and contaminate the region around them (middle
panel in Fig. 7). With the formation of the AH these large
violations progressively move inside it and disappear.
In the top panel of Fig. 9 we show the normalized angular
momentum J/J(0) as calculated by a surface integral close to
the outer boundary (dashed lines) as well as the total angular
momentum of the systems which includes the one emitted by
GWs, (J + Jgw)/J(0). The BHBH binary conserves angu-
lar momentum better than 2% while the NSNS binary better
than 5%. At the end of the simulations 23% of the total angu-
lar momentum of the NSNS systems has been radiated away
while for the BHBH binary that number is 28%. This is also
consistent with the spin angular momemntum diagnostics of
the remnant refered to Fig. 4. Similarly, conservation of mass
is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9, with the radiated mass
being 3% ≈ 0.24M of the total.
